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Letter from Co-founder &
Chairperson Mark Halliday
We live in such incredible times of change and progress.
Never in our history have we been able to access such a
wealth of information from our keyboards, or
communicate with „strangers‟ through social networking sites within
seconds. However as our technical skills expand, we seem to face the
same old problems we always have: sickness, war and poverty. Problems
which, even with our instant contemporary magic we
cannot heal overnight. The great Medicine Man Marcellus Bear Heart
once said; „your problems are my problems and my problems are
your problems.‟ I like to think that we at the Foundation for Planetary
Healing see things in a similar way. This last year has been a fine
example of Bear Heart‟s words within our charity. A real approach
based on the Foundation‟s grassroots understanding of how
communities prosper and share to overcome problems and
progressing to solve problems together.
The soaring success of the Holistic Health Project is seen through the
positive feedback from our users and an increase in the number of
dedicated volunteers and expanding variety of therapies on offer, fully
expressing the spirit of togetherness. One statistic which underlines our
impact is the response of women (75%) who access our project. It speaks
volumes about our society.
April this year we formally welcomed Neill Walker as a new member
on our Board of Trustees. With his community expertise and
experience he is making an immense contribution to the Foundation.
We wish to express our thanks to Justin Kelly for the publication of
our CD „Sacred Body: Sacred Breath‟ to raise funds for our charity this
year. Justin devoted a great deal of his time, expense and effort to make
it happen. Finally, a big hearted thanks for the team in Portobello. You
really make the Foundation what it is: Heaven on Earth; A place of

healing, well-being, gathering, love and laughter. Sincere thank you to
Claudia, whose gifts of strength, love and wisdom are an inspiration to
us all. A special thank you to Denise for taking over the coordination of
the project in April from Claudia and for her impeccable work.
I wish everyone past, present and future involved with the Foundation a
blessed year ahead and continual sharing of our gifts with the
community. Thank you.
Mark Halliday
Introduction
From co-founder Cláudia Gonçalves
The history the Community Foundation is one of passionate individuals working from a base of unconditional love. Everyone involved with our project is committed to help improve the lives of people who are
going through challenging times with their health and well-being.
It has been over seven years since we first opened the Centre in
Portobello. Our passion has not and will never fade: We are even more
committed to the important work we do and I am extremely impressed
by the talent and dedication of all our volunteers.
We have taken some big and important steps forward in terms of
development to meet the challenge of helping more people this year.
We are meeting our responsibilities as a growing organisation and
community.
The Foundation has taken the lead in the launch of an entirely innovative
service model of Holistic Therapy Services in Scotland: our Holistic
Community Health Project.
Awareness of the benefits of Complementary Therapies is increasing
amongst the medical profession with many doctors not only
sympathetic but encouraging its use and that is wonderful to see!

We hope our work will inspire many people out there to create similar
services in Edinburgh and throughout Scotland; we will be delighted to
share the secrets of our success with you.
I look forward to the year ahead with great joy in my heart and much
gratitude to our team of volunteers. It is only because of them that the
Foundation is possible.

Cláudia Gonçalves

TRUSTEES REPORT: Making a positive impact
Our work is based on the fundamental belief that everyone should have
equal rights to holistic therapies and holistic education for their personal
development, health and well-being.
Meaningful relationships nurtured in community, upholding
unconditional love at heart, can be a means towards re-shaping the
world we live in. We value people and our planet and take both into
account in everything we do. We are dedicated to making a positive
impact in the world we live. With our work we help individuals achieve
inner harmony and become more aware, as a result, live in balance and
harmony with planet and people.
Our main area of charitable activity is the delivery of our unique Holistic
Community Health Project which offers a wide range of Therapies for
those who find themselves in an economically disadvantaged position.
Therapies are provided by professional qualified therapists who give
their time and expertise on a voluntary basis in the project.
Therapies offered in our Holistic Community Health Project include:

holistic massage, E.F.T. (emotional freedom technique), energy work,
seated acupressure massage, hot stone massage, Reiki, soul retrieval
therapy, Indian head massage, befriending work, crystal healing, bioenergy, massage, holistic healing, shamanic healing, homoeopathy, yoga
and relaxation mongst others.
We also offer weekly classes, groups and workshops organised and
facilitated by the members of the community themselves as Community
Initiative. Our aim remains to offer a safe and holistic complementary
therapy treatment service for all. A service that is easily accessible to
anyone concerned about any aspect of their health, be it physical,
emotional or any other aspects of well-being. Including cases where
conventional healthcare options have been unable or have failed to
improve or alleviate the problem or condition.

Who Used and Benefited from our Services in 2009/10
 88% of visits were for support in a
crisis, emotional issues, stress and
mental health
 56% of visits were for long term
health conditions
 75% of our clients were women

We find that early intervention and treatment to help a person
overcome and/or resolve a health condition or emotional problem has a
positive public benefit, both for the individual and their family. Resolving
emotional problems has helped users avoid or recover from longer-term
or more serious mental health problems. Our project has helped people
particularly with long term effects of depression, trauma and/or sexual
abuse.
Our therapy is person centred and consultations take place between the
person and each of the individual practitioners they choose. As

they can access different therapies they also have the opportunity to be
listened and treated by different therapists of their choice. One hour,
sometimes one and half hours of individual attention are given to the
client in each session. In their session, this allows them the opportunity
to express their thoughts, feelings, anxieties and concerns about
whatever is troubling them. No feedback or advice is given, just a
listening ear and a safe place. We feel this is an integral part of our
therapies and a major contributory factor to the project‟s successful
outcomes.

All volunteers working in our project who are directly involved in
delivering one to one services to vulnerable people are disclosed, fully
qualified, insured and governed by our code of conduct. Outside the
project they run their own private practice and are successful
professionals.

Investing in Volunteers Programme
In October 2009 we received the Investing in Volunteers
Award.

Supporting A Cause We Believe In
When Our Community Needs It Most

We combine a professional approach to our work with an open and
friendly atmosphere. We strive to create an environment in which
everyone is supported to develop their skills and to excel in their work.

The Foundation is a sanctuary of peace, calm and
unconditional love. Our services are open to all
and offer a safe and caring environment, easing
suffering, supporting healing, enhancing people‟s
quality of life.

Benefits that volunteers gain from volunteering with us include a sense
of worthwhile achievement, useful skills, experience and contacts,
sociability and fun, and inclusion in the life of our organisation

Since its inception, 156 people have registered and used our project.
Out of that, 75 are regular users.

We have policies and good practice in place to give our volunteers a
safe, worthwhile and fulfilling experience.

In 2008/2009 the foundation was supported by 22 volunteers. In
2009/2010 the number of volunteers increased to 30.

Our volunteers are the key to our success and to the positive outcomes
of our services.

In 2008/2009 volunteer therapists delivered 123 therapies in the
Project. In 2009/2010 they delivered 229.

The Board of Trustees are immensely grateful to all volunteers

Both increase in the number of therapies delivered and increase on the
number of volunteers delivering the services shows a steady growth and
shows that we are delivering a service truly needed by our community.

OUR HOLISTIC COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT

The main supporters of the Foundation are our team of
thirty volunteers who give their time freely, working with the people who
use our services. People work together to find a meaningful resolution
for health and well-being issues.

Volunteers

for their hard work, dedication and commitment

23 therapy sessions and 10 yoga places
a week are available in our project.
With our work we support people affected by mental
health, cancer, survivals of sexual abuse, depression,

homelessness and people with other equally difficult challenges in
their lives.

What Impact Are We Making?
Our survey this year had the goal to:
 Identify results and outcomes of therapy experiences;
 Provide a means for therapists to learn how well they did
 Offer users a chance to reflect on their own goals and achievements.
We identified a number of possible indicators of users‟ wellbeing:
Improvements in energy, mood or stress levels; improving management,
or reducing symptoms of long term conditions; reducing prescribed
medication; feeling able to make positive changes in their lives.

Who can refer? Clients can self-refer and we also receive referrals

range of £25 to £100. Because we receive no long term grants yet, their
contribution helps to cover some of the core costs.
Over the many years of delivering our services, we have seen that
people‟s personal efforts heavily influence and bear weight on finding
sustainable solutions to their problems related to health and emotional
well-being. That is why it is important that there is some form of
contribution for the services offered, even if it is a very small charge
according to their means. This is vital in the process of building selfconfidence, self-esteem and increase people‟s control over their own
health and well-being.
When asked “When you first came, what did you feel the project
could help you with?” What the respondent said:

from General Practitioners, Nurse Specialists, Social Services Department

Support in a crisis, emotional issues, stress and mental health:

and other professional organizations.

(88% respondents)
All participants talked about coming to the project at a time when they
were emotionally low or struggling to cope with stress. People define
this in different ways. “I was quite ill with depression”, said one. Whilst
some could name a life event as a cause, “I was recently bereaved and
went for help”- for others, it was less clear. “I‟d been suffering for many
years without knowing what was wrong” said one. Another commented
that she was always “flustered” looking after her children and not taking
care of herself.

After referral, a preliminary assessment acts to confirm that the service
offered fits with client expectations and priority needs. A further
individual needs assessment is conducted after the client has been using
the project for longer than eight sessions to prioritize support tasks. E.g.
it might be appropriate for the client to move on to classes and groups
at the Foundation such as yoga or meditation.
Clients are expected to continue with their ongoing medical treatments /
follow-up from their existing doctors / nurses. The support they receive
in our Holistic Project is not a replacement for orthodox medicine but
rather adds an extra element of care.

What Contribution users give to the Project?
Users give a contribution depending on what they can afford: between
£5 and £20. Normal costs of private therapies would usually be in the

Long term health conditions: (56% of respondents)
It is common for both physical and mental health issues to bring people
to the project, and both equally important. Some users suffered from
skin conditions, some from arthritis, others from a fatigue related
condition, and reducing or helping to manage symptoms was an aim.
Complementary therapies allow them to address all levels of their health
and to relieve the strain of living with adverse health conditions.

It is favourable that people in need of support are able to access a rich
variety of experiences at the Foundation.
The benefit of treatment can be an increased interest in self
development, or motivation to take courses and trainings to move
forward.

What did users get out of the project in 2009-2010?
‘It was an oasis of healing and compassion. You have to have money in
Edinburgh [usually].’
‘I started to make real changes around the time the therapy ended. I
moved away. I felt like I had built confidence...been given support... it gives
a safe place to go and let go of your feelings. ‘
The treatments were great.’
‘All holistic work has an impact.’
It's going to enable you to continue with a sense of self acceptance,
acceptance] of your health whatever your health is. Not everything is
going to be helped or improved. Reassurance, yes, this is alright.’
A different sense, what you’ve been doing too much of, prioritising, how
you use your time if your energy doesn’t allow you a full day.’
‘It was very, very powerful. It did what it said on the tin!’
‘It’s a very welcoming centre.’
‘I enjoyed all the treatments.’
‘You felt at home as soon as you came in the door.’
‘I’d recommend it to anybody who was troubled in any way.’
‘The rash came up but [differently], it transmuted to something else.’
‘It seems better...’
‘I still see the homoeopath. We are working on the emotional side.’

I felt more balanced in myself’
‘My head not buzzing any more, more clear headed and supported’
Can you rate how satisfied you are with the project, where 0 is not
at all, and 9 is the highest/ extremely satisfied?
55.5% of the respondents gave the highest score of 9 “extremely
satisfied”, the remainder 44.5% - next score down of 8 out of 9.
Despite having several suggestions for improvement in the system one
respondent had chosen to give the project the highest score on the
scale, “for the actual therapists.” The volunteer therapists “were very
devoted”, she said, more than she had found to be the case in “paid-for
therapies.”
Were there any surprises?
„No – just how quickly it changed the condition to something I could cope
with. It’s been tremendous really’
‘I always find homeopathy a revelation as it’s connected to all the
kingdoms. Homeopaths tend to have a good sense of discovery’
The different therapies, the crystals and that, the network, that it wasn’t
one individual but a group that can give loving support’
‘How functional I feel!’
‘By coming into contact I can send out functioning energy to others’
‘How they made you feel really welcome’
‘It’s just been so good. Feeling better generally’
Conclusion: Users get better at their own pace, not according to a
pre set timetable and the “felt” impact can be different for a client at
different times in their lives.

The future and what do we need to improve...
How we might improve: what people said:
“The best way to continue is... to continue refining things. See potential
to grow. Good results happen, gently keep doing the work. Gentle,
continuing work creates change.”

OUTCOMES
The purpose of our project is to enable our Clients to gain confidence,
health and well-being. It is essential that they are willing to contribute
actively to their own development and work in partnership with our
therapists. Therefore, to achieve real outcomes, they, themselves,
choose the therapies they would like to access and they can also selfrefer to the project. This empowers individuals, gives them the
freedom to choose and allows them to contribute actively to their

 Launch a funding strategy plan as well as have more fundraising
events in the year ahead to make up for any ongoing shortfall.

THANKS TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS
contribution, effort, work and love...

for their support,

Our Team in 2009/2010:
Co-founders: Cláudia Gonçalves and Mark Halliday

own health and well-being.

Honorary Trustee: Alma Shearer

 Inclusiveness
 Free will and choice

Management Committee: Emily Boyd, Stewart Keith, Mark Halliday,
Sue Tait, Neill Walker

 Positive health and well-being

Project Coordinator: Denise Jones

 Volunteering for social or community benefit

OUR FUTURE PLANS In the year ahead we intend to:
 Maintain our existing level of therapies provision with weekly sessions
in the project as well as yoga classes.
 Extend the support we offer also to families in our project .
 Start an Environmental Educational Programme in our Community
Woodland in Balerno.
 Have the Foundation independent of the Shamanic Centre.
 Apply for grants to create a strand of our project called “The wellbeing Fund” for people to access funding in order to engage
themselves in training, workshops and other classes which are out
with the Holistic Health Project.
 Identify and bring in more trainings for our volunteers

Create an evening Low cost Holistic Therapies clinic called The
Thursday Clinic for people who work during the day, are
stressed, their well-being are been affected and they are on low income.

Therapists: Elaine Stevenson, Daila Consolaro , Cláudia Gonçalves, Ann
Fowler, Angela Stevenson, Linda Hummel, Sheila McGovern, Rachael
Murphy, Jane Hill, Denise Jones , Mary Macfarlane and Nicola Blyth
DRU Yoga: Cláudia Gonçalves

Art Therapist: Nicola Ryrie

Receptionists: Emma Anderson, Marie McGrath, Tessa McKirdy, Marjory
Edmonson , Lesley Boyd, Jude Warner and Alma Shearer
Library Coordinator: Jude Warner Marketing: Mary Macfarlane
Webmaster: Cláudia Gonçalves Celtic event: Jen Gould
Monitoring & Evaluation: Joelle Marlow
Cleaner: Allison Shearer and Kate Ross

Woodland: Anthony Ogley

Induction Training: Inez Patino and Elizabeth Mueller
The men’s group in April 2010. Co-led by Mark Halliday and Anthony
Ogley supported by sixteen men working together during a whole
weekend in the community woodland in Balerno.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR PLANETARY HEALING
Statement of Financial Activities
(incorporating Income & Expenditure Account)
For the year 6 October 2009 to 5 October 2010
Unrestricted Restricted
Funds
Funds
INCOMING RESOURSES
From generated funds
Voluntary income
1,737
Activities for generating funds
2, 002
From Charitable activities

15,911

Other incoming resources

423

Total incoming Resources

20,073

RESOURCES EXPENDED
Cost of generating funds
Cost of charitable activities

Total resources Expended
Net Incoming (outgoing)
Resources
RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Funds at 6 Oct 2009
Net income for the year
Total funds at 5 Oct 2010

As at 5 October 2010

Total
2009

1,737
2,002

6,021
488

15,911

15,695

22,204

Total
2010

Total
2009

Current Assest
Tangible assets
Cash at Bank and in hand
Debtors
Total current assets

320
514

185

320
1,019

834

185

1,019

640
1,817
110
2,567

Current Liabilities
Creditors
Accruals

423
20,073

Unrestricted Restricted
Funds
Funds

Net Current Assets/Net Assets

91
300
443

91
300
185

600

628

1,967

185

443
185

1,349
618

185

628

1,967

Funds of the Charity
188

188

20,491

Grants made (Brazilian Project)
Governance costs

Total
2010

Balance Sheet

433
300

157

20,491

20,509

433

592

300

300

20,979

433

21,412

21,558

(906)

(433)

(1,339)

646

1,349
(906)
443

618
(433)
185

1,967
(1,339)
628

1,321
646
1,967

Unrestricted income funds
Restricted income funds

443

Total Funds

443

(Full account is available on request from the CFPH)
Finances (fundraising, donations and thanks)
Thanks to the Edinburgh Shamanic Centre (www.shamaniccentre.com)
for the financial supporter for the Foundation this year through its
training programmes facilitated by co-founders Cláudia Gonçalves and
Mark Halliday in Balerno.
 The Edinburgh Shamanic Centre generated £ 9,648.
 The project and the Community Initiative generated £ 5,337.
 General donations: £1,737.
 Celtic New Year Fundraising event: £1,131.29
 Coffee morning/taster day fundraising event: £289,46

How to find us:

After reading this report, please kindly pass it on to a friend.
Help us raise awareness of our services and the benefits of
Complementary Therapies.
For further information or if you know someone who can
benefit from our projects:

Community Foundation
For Planetary Healing
288 Portobello High Street, Edinburgh EH15 2AS
Tel: 0131 657 5680 Email: holistic@planetaryhealing.co.uk
Reg. Charity SC 034 826 Reg. Company SC 257 126

